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Offer best quality rest @ affordable prices 

 

 
Uden, the Netherlands, 1 March 2019 

 
Beter Bed Holding completed its restructuring and started the transformation to 
fully focus on driving profitable growth 

 
Highlights 2018: 

 Development of the new strategy, fully embracing today’s market and consumer dynamics. 

 Sales decreased by 3.0% to € 396.3 million in 2018, with sales momentum regained in Q4. 

 Good overall performance in the Benelux. 

 Reorganization of Matratzen Concord successfully delivered, leadership teams strengthened. 

 2018 EBITDA excluding one-off costs of the restructuring at € 0.6 million. 

 Financial stability. Good cash performance. Performance within amended bank agreements. 
 

John Kruijssen, CEO of Beter Bed Holding, comments:  

‘In 2018 Beter Bed Holding went through an important and necessary restructuring. We had to take 
difficult measures to be able to create a solid basis for future growth. We introduced a new mid-term 
strategy with the overarching customer promise to offer the best quality rest @ affordable prices. We are 
currently fully focusing on the next phase, being the return to profitable sales growth as a value for money 
omni-channel retailer. The year 2018 had two faces for us; the negative Q1-Q3 trends caused the 
disappointing sales and profit performance, while we perceived the Q4 restructuring to address this as 
successful. We are also pleased that the cash flow has stabilized and the performance was within the 
amended bank agreements. With the first short-term restructuring successfully delivered I am proud to say 
that we are on track with the strategic progress as presented at the Capital Markets Day in October last year.’ 
 
The table below shows the key figures for the continuing operations for the full year 2018. 
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2018 performance by market 
In the Benelux markets, the Group’s new value for money strategy was already visible for customers, with 
strong sales and order intake as a result. Total sales grew by 4.9% due to adding more commercial power, 
new initiatives and campaigns, and a strong online focus. As a result, Beter Bed Benelux market share also 
increased. 
 
Similar to 2016 and 2017, the Matratzen Concord stores in Germany, Austria and Switzerland showed 
decreasing sales in Q1-Q3 2018. Important trends in the market such as the online channel share increase, 
the shift to box springs and one size fits all mattresses were recognized, but not addressed appropriately. As 
a result, sales per store have continued to drop significantly since 2015. At the same time, costs per store 
increased due to investment programs that have not achieved the intended results. To address this, 
Matratzen Concord has successfully restructured itself during Q4 2018. In total, the number of stores in the 
portfolio decreased by net 150 in Germany, Austria and Switzerland together, and the number of employees 
reduced by 64 Fte. This resulted in a € 15 million lower costs basis and a significant smaller network that still 
covers a national customer reach. 
 
The performance of Sängjätten in Sweden was mixed. A store expansion program to become a retail brand 
with a national coverage was started and successfully completed. After completion, the focus shifted towards 
driving growth of the current store portfolio. The leadership team has been adjusted for this. 
 
The performance of the DBC wholesale business was promising. B2B deals with a holiday park and hotels 
have been successfully concluded. Additionally, the partnership between M line and NOC*NSF has been 
extended to the 2020 Olympics in Tokyo. Also, very promising innovations were launched during the year, 
such as the Wave one size fits all mattress, the 100% recyclable mattress (Green Motion) and box spring 
(Element through Beter Bed), and the new commercial M line proposition to facilitate growth at independent 
dealers. 
 
 

2018 detailed financials 
Total 2018 sales of continued operations of € 396.3 million represented a 3.0% decrease compared to 2017, 
where the negative performance in Q1-Q3 could only partially be compensated in Q4. 
 
In 2018 gross profit decreased by 2 percentage points to 55.7%, mainly as a result of mixed effects in the 
portfolio. The country mix - strong Benelux growth versus a decline at Matratzen Concord - impacted overall 
Group gross profit. The growth of online sales in especially new categories also impacted gross profit. Thirdly, 
the inventory sell-out of the Matratzen Concord stores that were closed in Q4 2018 deteriorated overall 
Group gross profit. Lastly, core underlying gross profit of the continuing business decreased, as some 
aggressive commercial interventions were already taken, while the measures to compensate cost of goods 
will only materialize in the course of 2019.  
 
In 2018 operating expenses increased by € 24.5 million to € 244.6 million. This includes € 7.6 million one-off 
costs related to the Matratzen Concord restructuring. Secondly, the expansion of Belgium, Sweden, and the 
online channels caused increases in operational costs. Thirdly, historical decisions caused an unavoidable 
significant increase in depreciation, marketing, IT, and logistical costs. These logistical costs were related to 
the opening of a new DC in Switzerland. 
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Net tax gain of € 1.9 million of the two closed tax items, the liquidation losses of the closed operation in 
Spain and the settlement of the discussion on the German intercompany loans and its interest rates, are 
included. 
 
The combination of all items mentioned above caused a net loss of € 18.6 million in 2018 of the continuing 
operations. 
 
The total negative impact of € 4.7 million related to the discontinuation of the operations in Spain is included 
as a result of discontinued operations. 
 
Including this effect net loss amounted to € 23.3 million in 2018. 
 

Investments and cash flow 
In 2018 the Group invested € 17.3 million in capital expenditures. This mainly included investments in 
physical stores that were already committed in H1 2018. To facilitate the restructuring an unavoidable capex 
freeze was implemented as of mid-2018 and will last until mid-2019. Going forward focus and all possible 
investments are geared towards digital and online growth, no new store locations have been committed 
since. 
 
In 2018 cash flow was € (17.0) million, mainly due to cash flow from investments of € (16.4) million, and cash 
flow from financing of € (0.7) million slightly mitigated by a positive cash flow from operations. This positive 
cash flow from operations was driven by a successful inventory reduction program that generated more than 
€ 10 million cash, due to implemented more strict and disciplined processes, changing the product ordering 
methodologies and starting to apply ordering algorithms based on expected customer demand. 
 
As announced at the Capital Markets Day and following the dividend policy, the 2018 financial situation was 
not sufficient to propose a dividend.  
 

Financing and solvency 
In H2 net debt stabilized as a result of the successful inventory reduction program at € 16.8 million. As a 
result, all cash needed for the restructuring is funded from existing credit facilities. The amended bank 
agreements to measure the covenants of the credit facilities have been successfully met per  
31 December 2018. Due to the recognition of the annual loss to equity, 2018 solvency decreased to 33.2%, 
well above the minimum target set by the banks. 
 

BASF 
Following the announcement of 18 January 2019 to start a formal legal proceeding against BASF, the Group 
has issued a formal legal request for compensation at BASF. In case of relevant developments Beter Bed 
Holding will inform the markets accordingly. 
 

Expectations 2019 
As presented at the Capital Markets Day on 26 October 2018 Beter Bed Holding sees ample opportunities in 
the markets and categories in which it operates. The Group Leadership Team is confident with the increased 
positive consumer attention on sleeping and the impact it has on personal health. This in combination with 
the new strategy OFFER BEST QUALITY REST @ AFFORDABLE PRICES provides the confidence that all 
elements are in place to recover profitable growth. 
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The five pillars of the new strategy have actionable plans and targets and will all contribute to a successful 
value for money proposition in both online and offline channels. All plans should contribute to the mid-term 
financial ambitions of achieving 4-5% sales growth in the continuing portfolio, and achieving an EBITDA 
margin of 7-9%. The mid-term is defined as 2-4 years as of 2018. 
2019 will be the year in which first steps of the new strategy will be visible for customers. From a financial 
point of view, Beter Bed Holding will start growing gradually towards the mid-term ambitions as presented at 
the Capital Markets Day. 
 

Independent auditor’s report 
The financial information in the appendices is taken from the consolidated financial statements of Beter Bed 
Holding N.V. which will be submitted for adoption to the Annual General Meeting on 25 April 2019, and for 
which an unqualified auditor’s report has been issued by the independent auditor. The 2018 annual report 
and financial statements will be published on 13 March 2019. 
 

Profile 
Beter Bed Holding is a European retail organization that offers its customers the best quality rest at 
affordable prices. The organization will do this through its international retail brands Matratzen Concord, 
Beter Bed, Beddenreus, Sängjätten and own wholesaler operation DBC International. All brands provide the 
best advice to their customers on all relevant channels including online. In 2018, the company achieved  
€ 396.3 million sales with a total of 1,009 stores and an increasingly relevant share of online sales.  
 
 

For more information 
 
John Kruijssen     Hugo van den Ochtend  
CEO      CFO  
+31 (0)413 338819    +31 (0)413 338819  
+31 (0)6 13211011    +31 (0)6 25746309  
john.kruijssen@beterbed.nl   hugo.vandenochtend@beterbed.nl   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendices 
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